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ABSTRACT 
A characteristic equation for the spectrum of an eigenvalue problem on c”-net- 
works is deduced, and those special cases are investigated in which the spectrum 
depends mainly on the structure of the abstract graph belonging to the &network. 
INTRODUCTION 
Suppose one considers heat flow on a network of wires with a finite 
number of vertices and edges. The network is considered as a topological 
graph G in the Euclidian space I%“‘. The heat conduction is described by 
parabolic equations 
a a2 
-uj = a jsuj, 
at 
aj>O, 
I 
on the parametrized edges k j of G. The boundary conditions at the ramifica- 
tion nodes in G are Kirchhoff laws 
~dijaj-&uj(Ei, t) = 0 
i I 
and continuity conditions. At those vertices that lie only on one edge, 
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Neumann conditions or more general boundary conditions are imposed. We 
are led to a boundary value problem that corresponds to a parabolic system 
on an interval with rather unconventional boundary conditions. How does the 
spectrum of the elliptic differential operator or of the associated eigenvalue 
problem depend on the abstract graph I corresponding to G and on the 
lengths Zj of the edges? To answer this question the eigenvalue problem is 
considered as an equivalent boundary value problem for a matrix differential 
equation. We show that the eigenvalues X, with the exception of certain 
“canonical eigenvalues,” satisfy a transcendental equation 
detg(h,a, ,..., aj ,..., a,,Z ,,..., Ij ,..., Z,,g)=O, 
in which 9 is a symmetric matrix. 
If the diffusion constants a j are equal to the squares of the edge lengths, 
then the spectrum depends only on the network G. The solution of the 
characteristic equation is reduced to the determination of the spectrum of a 
row stochastic matrix 2. The positive entries of Z depend only on the edge 
lengths, and Z has the same zero-nonzero pattern as the adjacency matrix of 
I. It turns out that a vector (p is an eigenvector of Z iff + = ( u(E~)),,~~ for 
some eigenfunction u that does not vanish at all vertices Ej. 
The structure of the underlying graph r plays a distinctive role in the 
spectrum of the eigenvalue problem. There is, e.g., a significant difference 
between the spectra of the problems on bipartite and on nonbipartite graphs. 
In the case where I is regular of valency y and all Zj = (I j = 1, yZ is equal to 
the adjacency matrix 6 of I’. The eigenvalues h and the eigensolutions u 
belonging to X are related to the spectrum of the graph I and its eigenvec- 
tors by the equation &$I = ycosfi~p, provided that the n-vector $ = (u( Ei)) 
is not the zero vector. 
The results presented here comprehend those of Chapter 6 of the author’s 
thesis at the University of Tiibingen, 1984. 
1. c 2-NETWORKS 
All graphs considered are supposed to be nonempty, finite, and simple. 
Let I be a connected topological graph in the Euclidean space Iw”’ with n 
vertices E= {E,rlgi<n} and Nedges K= {kj;l<j<N}. Asa Jordan 
curve in [w “I, each k j is assumed to be parametrized by its arc length 
parameter xi, and we assume that the parametrizations 7rj: [0, Zj] + k j are 
twice differentiable: 
TrjEC2([0,zj]>lRn~), l<j<N. 
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We then define the c2-network G belonging to I as the union 
G= ; kj. 
j=l 
Endowed with the induced topology, G is a connected and compact space in 
[w ‘I’. 
The valency of each vertex is denoted by yi = y( Ei), and we distinguish 
two classes of vertices: Int E and dG denote the sets of ramification nodes 
IntE = { Ei E E i y(E,) > 1} and boundary vertices 6’G = {E, E E I y(E,) = 
l}. With respect to the given orientation, the incidence matrix D = (d, j),, x ,\ 
of I is defined by 
i 
1 if rj(Zj) = Ei, 
‘ij= -1 if vj(O>=Ei, 
0 otherwise. 
The adjacency matrix 6 = (elh)nxn of r is given by 
1 ifthereexistss=s(i,h)E {I,...,N} 
eilt = with k,nE= {Ei,E,,}, 
0 otherwise. 
I being simple, the diagonal entries of 8 are zero, and the index s = s(i, h) is 
uniquely determined if Ei and E,, # E, are incident to k,T. 
For functions u : G + R we set uj = u 0 rj: [0, Zj] + R. Since the index 
indicates the possible argument uniquely, we use the abbreviations 
uj(Ei)= uj(“i’(Ei)), ujr,(Ei)= &uj(xj) ) etc. 
1 x,=77, ‘(E,) 
Differentiation is carried out on each edge k with respect to the arc length 
parameter x j. For a detailed discussion of c12-networks and function spaces 
associated to them, see [l, Chapter 11, and for graph theoretical matters see 
[2] and [5]. 
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2. THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 
G is always supposed to be a c2-network as defined in the preceding 
section. If for each edge k j a constant diffusion coefficient a j > 0 is given, we 
consider the following eigenvalue problem for real-valued functions u on G: 
(1.1) uj E c2( [O> lj]) forall jE {l,...,N}, 
(l-2) 
(I.31 
(I-4) 
a j"jx,x, = - Auj on [O, Zj] for all j E { 1,. . . , N } , 
u is continuous on G , 
z dijajujx,(Ei) = 0 forall iE {l,...,n}. 
j=l 
By (1.4) we impose the consistent Kirchhoff condition at ramification nodes 
and the Neumann boundary condition at boundary vertices. 
In [l, Chapter 51 eigenvalue problems on G with Liouville operators 
LjUj = 
& &, [ aj(xj)ujx,] - 4jtxjIuj 
f I I 
on the edges kj, Sturmian boundary conditions at JG, and Kirchhoff 
conditions at Int E have been considered. If the coefficients in the Kirchhoff 
condition are equal to a j(Ei) corresponding to d,j f 0, then the Sturm- 
Liouville eigenvalue problem always leads to an S-Hermitian boundary eigen- 
value problem in the normal case in the sense of F. W. SchPfke and A. 
Schneider, and therefore has only real eigenvalues. (A brief survey of the 
theory of Sch’kfke and Schneider is given in [3, Section VII.31.) Thus we can 
confine ourselves to real-valued functions. But for arbitrary coefficients in the 
Kirchhoff condition nonreal eigenvalues occur already in the simplest cases; 
cf. Section 7 and [l, (5.22)]. 
All eigenvalues of (1) must be nonnegative, since a function u with the 
properties (1.1, 3, 4) satisfies 
We now transform (1) into an equivalent matrix differential boundary value 
problem. 
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3. THE EQUIVALENT MATRIX DIFFERENTIAL BOUNDARY VALUE 
PROBLEM 
We introduce the following Hadamard operations for n X n matrices 
A = (ai,,). The product A. B denotes the matrix (aihbih), and for any 
function p : [w - R, p(A) is the matrix obtained by 
P(A)=(mi,), 
(P(ai,*) if ei/,=l, 
mt/t= \ 0 if eih = 0, 
where we write A(” = p(A) for p = (z ++ zr), r E IR. We set e = (l),, X ,, and 
for any n-vector u = (vi) we define the diagonal matrix Diag( u) = ( 6ijui)n xn. 
We further set s(i, h) = 1 in the case eilI = 0. 
We define the n X n matrices 
andfor u:G-+R and x~[O,l] 
with 
Uih(X) = eih”s(i,h) ‘ih 
[ i 
’ + dis(i,h) 
2 - xdi,7(i /I) ’ 11 
such that 
+=(U(Ei))nxl denoting the vector of values of u at the vertices. Applying 
the rufe eihdis(i,h) = - ehid (h i) , , we see that ohi = u,,,(l - x) in [O,l]. 
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Then (1) is equivalent to the problem 
(5.1) 
ui,, E C2( [0, I]) and (eih = 0 * uill = 0) forall i,hg {l,..., n}, 
(5.2) L’-2’.AXJ”(~) = - XV(x) forall XE [O,l], 
(5.3) 3cp E IWn: U(0) = +e*.a, 
(5.4) [ L(-“.A.U’(O)] e = 0, 
(5.5) U”(x) = U(1 -x) forall XE [O,l]. 
Since no negative eigenvalues occur, for X # 0 the solution of the differential 
equation (5.2) is of the form 
(6) 
with 
(7) 
U(r) = @.cos(&B)+ L*.B(-l).sin(xfiB) 
fi 
R = L.A’-‘/a’ 
a==(O) and ‘k=(#ih)nxn=U’(0). 
By (3) and (4) the conditions (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5) give rise to the following 
theorem for the eigenvalues A of (1) and for the values & = u( Ei) of a 
corresponding eigenfunction u at the vertices Ei. 
4. THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION 
THEOREM. Let A be an eigenvalue of the problem (1) or, what is the 
same, of the problem (5). Then either X is an eigenvalue of one of the 
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on one of the intervals [0, lj], or it occurs among the zeros of the determinant 
of a symmetric n x n matrix 9 = 9(X, A, L, &), whose entries are tran- 
scendental in the variable X. 
More precisely: Let U be an eigensolution corresponding to h, and let the 
vector C#I belong to U according to (5.3). Then one of the following conditions 
holds: 
(a) X = 0 is a simple eigenvalue with eigensolution U(x) = d and + = e. 
(b) 0 < h = A(,ci) := 
k 
ajl,y2r2k2 for some edge kj and k E N, with 
(8) +,,=( -l)k~i and -$,,i=( -l)k$i,l for j=s(i,h). 
(c) Zf A > 0 is not of the form (b), then 9 is not the zero vector and lies 
in the kernel of the matrix 9 defined with the Hadamard operations 
according to (2): 
9(X, A, L,&)=A”‘2’.[sin(fiB)]‘~1’ 
- Diag((A”/2’.cos(fiB). [sin(GBi’)e), 
so that X satisfies the characteristic equation 
(9) detS(h,A,L,b)=O. 
All nonnegative solutions h of (9) that do not occur among the cases in (b) 
are eigenvalues of (5) with the multiplicity m(X) = dimkerg(X, A, L, a). 
Proof. All solutions of L(p2’.A.U’(x)= 0 given by U(X)= B + x(@* - 
@) and the conditions (5.3) and (5.4) lead to the equation 
(L(-“.A)$ = Diag((L’-“.A)e)cp. 
Thus the row stochastic matrix M = [Diag((L(-“.A)e)]-‘( L’-‘).A) possesses 
+ as an eigenvector belonging to the eigenvalue 1. Since lY is connected, d is 
indecomposable, and so is M. It follows by the Perron-Frobenius Theorem (cf. 
[4]) that all entries of $I are equal and that U must be constant. 
In case (b), (8) is clear by (6) and (7). On the other hand C#I = 0, h > 0, (6), 
and (5.5) lead to the equation U(l)= X~“2\k.B(~1).sin(~B)= 0, by which 
h is seen to be of the form (b), since \k cannot be the zero matrix. 
We may now assume that h > 0 does not satisfy (b): 
(*> sin(Jr;lja71/2)#0 forall jE {l,...,N} 
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We obtain 9 from (5.5) and (6): 
and insert q into (5.4): 
0 = (A(‘/‘). [sin(&B)]‘-“.@*)e 
- (A”/2’.[sin(Jr;B)]‘-1’.cos(~XB).~je 
= (A(L/2)e [sin(&BI’)$ 
_ Diag(( A(1/2). [sin(JxB)]‘-“.cos(~B))e)9 
Thus (9) is shown, since up # 0 by ( *). The last assertion follows easily by 
defining U according to (6), (7), (lo), and @ = +e*- & for 0 + $I E 
ker&@h, A, L, 8). n 
(a) always occurs, and at least one of the cases (b) or (c) occurs countably 
infinitely often. But not all of the h’i) mentioned in (b) are eigenvalues of (5), 
as the case (14.4) in Section 5 shows. On the other hand some of the X = x(i) 
can occur among the solutions of (9), but, in general, the multiplicity ml(X) 
satisfies only m(X) > dimkerg(X, A, L, 8); cf. (17). For all eigenvalues of (5) 
the multiplicity m(h) does not exceed the value 2N, cf. [l, Chapter 51. 
We note in passing that a similar result holds for the eigenvalue problem if 
a more general X-dependent Stunnian boundary condition at aG is imposed: 
Writing the condition in the form 
[L(-“-A.U’(O)]e = Diag(r - As)+,, 
the characteristic equation corresponding to (9) becomes 
~(X,A,L,t”)-~Diag(r-hu) =O. 
fi I 
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5. THE CASE Lc2’ = A 
In general, the eigenvalues X have to be found as zeros of the tran- 
scendental equation (9). But in the special case A = Lc2’, the determination of 
X is reduced to an algebraic eigenvalue problem. Thus we consider the 
problem 
(11.1) 
ui,, E C2( [O,l]) and ( eih = 0 =) uill = 0) forall i,hE {l,..., n}, 
(11.2) U”= -NJ, 
(11.3) 3$ER”: U(0) = $e*-&, 
(11.4) [LV(O)]e = 0, 
(11.5) u*(x) = U(l- x) for all x E [0, l] . 
In the case sin6 z 0, X and $ determine uniquely the eigensolution U(x) = 
U( x; A; +) by (6) and (10): 
(12) 
6 
U’(O) = sinfi -(e$*- cosfi$e*).Q, 
(13) 
sin( rfi) 
U(x; A; +) = cos(&) &a+e* + sinfi (e$* - cosfi$e*).&. 
LEMMA. 
(1) The row stochastic matrix 
Z = [Diag( Le)] -‘L 
is indecomposable and has only real eigenvalues. Denoting these by 
l=p,>p,>, ... 2/i,>/ -1 
according to their multiplicities, there is an orthogonal basis of R” with 
respect to Diag( Le) formed by the eigenvectors {, = e, 12,. . . , [,, correspond- 
ing to pl,,.,, I*, respectively. 
(2) The number - 1 is an eigenvalue of Z iff r is bipartite. In this case 
p,, = - 1 is a simple eigenvalue, and one eigenvector {,, belonging to - 1 has 
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n, components equal to 1 and n - no of them equal to - 1, where the 
number 1~ n, < n - 1 depends only on r. 
Proof. Since 8 is indecomposable, ail eigenvalues of modulus 1 of 2 are 
simple by the Perron-Frobenius theorem. Introducing 
A = Diag( Le) , W= A-‘/aLA-i/s 4 zz A’/“+, 
we choose an orthogonal basis of real eigenvectors fi = A’12e, 12,. . . , f, for the 
symmetric matrix W. By setting {, = A-‘/“fi the first assertion is shown, 
because A is positive definite and the equivalence Z+ = p$ * W& = ~6 
holds for arbitrary C#I E C ” and TV E C. 
In order to show (2) let us first assume that I is bipartite. Then the 
vertices can be labeled in such a manner that for some number n, < n - 1 
ei,, = 0 for l<i,hgn, and n,+l<i,h<n. 
Then an eigenvector {,, belonging to - 1 is defined by [,), = 1 for 1~ h < n, 
and l,,,, = - 1 for no + 1~ h < n. 
We assume now vice versa that Z$I = - $I for some 0 # $J E R *, choosing 
+ such that 26 = 1 with 6 = A”“+. By computing the corresponding Rayleigh 
quotients for - 1 and 1 as eigenvalues of the nonnegative matrix W, the 
vector 16 I=<$f$l>,xl is seen to be an eigenvector of W belonging to pi = 1. 
Thus 191 =c{i and 1+1= ce for some constant 0 < c E R. Since + > 0 is 
impossible,thetwosetsV~={i~1~i~n,~i=-c}andV+={i~l~i~ 
n, +i = c} are nonempty. Z being row stochastic, Z+ = - $, and the 
equivalence ( zih = 0 CJ eih = 0) implies that eih = 0 for i, h E V and for 
i, h E Vt. Thus V- and Vi give rise to a bipartition of I. n 
Using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Z, we find the following 
solutions X = Xsk, + = C#Q, U = U,, of (11): 
(14.1) h,,=O, (pia = ce, U = cb, CER. 
(14.2) For2<s<n and -1~~1, and kEN: 
A,,= [- 
i 
arccosp,+(k+l)r]2 if k-lmod2, 
[arccosp, + km12 if k-0mod2, 
as defined in (13), c E R . 
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(14.3) For 0 # k EN: 
X lk = 4r2k2, $lk=ce, cER; 
thus 
hke * = @$?k, 
U,,(x)=ccos(x2rrk)E+(2~k)-‘sin(x2ak)9.d 
with a real n x n matrix q, \k* = - 9, (L .\k)e = 0. 
(14.4) If I is not bipartite, for k E N: 
x n+l,k=@k+1)2p2, +n+l,k=O> 
~,+r,k(x)=(2k+l)-‘~-‘sin[r(2k+l)~] 9.8 
with a real n x n matrix \k, \k* = ‘k, (L.\k)e = 0. 
(14.5) If I’ is bipartite, for k E N: 
thus 
A,, = (2k + l)27r2, &k=d,> cER; 
hke *= - e+,*k, 
U,,(x) = ccos[x(2k + l)~] {,e*.b 
+ (2k + 1) -‘r-‘sin[x(2k +l)r] \k.b 
with \k as in (14.4). 
On the other hand, if an eigensolution u takes nonzero values in some 
vertices, then the vector +, defined in (4), is an eigenvector of Z. This is part 
of the following theorem. 
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THEOREM. Suppose that the diff usion constants aj are equal to the 
squares 1; of the edge lengths. Then the number X is an eigenvalue of the 
eigenvalue problem (11) and $I # 0 is the vector in (11.3) of an eigensolution 
belonging to X iff co& and $I # 0 satisfy the equation 
(15) L+ = co&Diag( Le) +. 
All solutions A, C#B, U of (11) are given by (14) and have the following 
properties: 
(16) Vectors 9 with 0 # $I > 0 or 0 # C#J Q 0 can only belong to eigensolu- 
tions U in the cases (14.1) and (14.3). 
(17) The multiplicities m(X) are 
m(0) = 1, 
m(X) = dimker( Z - co&Z) if sinfi# 0, 
m(h)=N-n+2=corank(lY)+l in the cases (14.3) and (14.5), 
m(X)=N-n=co-rank(I)-1 in the case (14.4). 
Proof. All A,, and $Ssk satisfy (15), since nonzero +Ssk are eigenvectors of 
Z. A solution A, $I, U of (11) with sinfi # 0 has to be of the form (14.2) by 
(12), (13), the theorem in Section 4, and the lemma. 
In the case sina = 0 a solution U of (11) satisfies a* = cosfi@ and 
\k* = - co&P by (6), (7), and (8). co& = 1 leads to solutions listed in 
(14.1) and (14.3). Since 0 + cP* = - Cp is only possible if I contains no odd 
circuit, co& = - 1 enforces the distinction between the cases (14.4) and 
(14.5) according to (2) in the lemma. 
(16) is an easy consequence of the Perron-Frobenius theorem applied to 
the matrix Z and (15). 
It remains to show the last two equations in (17) and it suffices to 
consider only the case L = 8, since the Hadamard multiplication with L is an 
automorphism of the vector space 
M(I)= {\kiq=(J/ih)nxnVi,hE {l,...,n}:(e,,,=O * qijl=O)}. 
The mapping 
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establishes an isomorphism ker D g { \I/ E M(I) : q * = - \k qe = 0). If I is 
bipartite, the vertices can be labeled in such a way that the mapping 
establishes an isomorphism ker D g M”(r), where we have set 
M"(r)= {\kEM(r):\k*=\E,\ke=O}. 
Since corank(I) = dim ker D = N - n + 1 (cf. [2, Proposition (4.3)]), we have 
m(X) = N - n + 2 in the cases (14.3) and (14.5). The formula for the multipl- 
icity in the case (14.4) follows by 
(18) 1f I is not bipartite, then 6(r) := dim M”(r) = N - n. 
We show (18) by induction on the number of edges, N. 
Among the connected graphs I satisfies N = n iff I contains exactly one 
circuit 5; and if I is not bipartite, then { is of odd length and 6(I) = 6( 5) = 0. 
(By a circuit we mean a regular connected graph of valency 2.) 
Thus we may assume that I is bipartite and contains at least two circuits 
and that N > 5. Then we find an edge k E K and \I/, E M”(r), so that, 
omitting k, the subgraph 
(19) A=(E,K\{k}) is connected and not bipartite 
and so that M”(r) is decomposed as a direct sum 
(20) M”(I)=IR\k,@Mo(A). 
For that purpose we have to distinguish two cases: 
(21.1) The graph I contains an even circuit {. 
Then k can be chosen among those edges of [ that do not lie on all odd 
circuits of I, and assigning alternately + 1 and - 1 to the edges of 5 and 
assigning 0 to the edges not belonging to 5, the matrix +a E M”(r) is defined 
and satisfies (20). 
(21.2) The graph I contains no even circuits. 
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FIG. 1. 
We consider (Figure 1) two arbitrary circuits 2 and l’ in r, and choose k 
among the edges of {. By (21.2) 5 and 5’ cannot have common edges. Let A 
be a chain of length 12 0 connecting two vertices E, and E, on [ and 5’ 
respectively and having no common edges with [ and {‘. Assigning f 1 and 
f 2 to the edges of 5, {‘, and A as indicated in the figure, and assigning 0 to 
the remaining edges of I’, the corresponding matrix q0 E MO(r) satisfies 
(20). 
In both cases A is connected and not bipartite. Reasoning inductively, we 
haveS(A)=N-l-nandconcludeS(I’)=N-nby(20). n 
Thus the case (14.4) does not occur iff r contains exactly one circuit, and 
the latter is of odd length. The proof also indicates how to find bases of the 
eigenspaces in the cases (14.3-5) with the aid of a spanning tree in I; cf. [ 1, 
p. 1101. 
6. THE CASE L(‘)= A = cd, c > 0 
If 1; = ai = c for 1~ j < N, then Xsk, eSsk, and US, in (14) depend only on 
I as an abstract graph. The equality (15) is reduced to 
(22) for all i E { 1,. . . p n 1. 
In the regular case the spectrum of I determines the eigenvalues in (14.2) 
(14.3), and (14.5): 
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COROLLARY. Suppose r is regular of valency y and L@’ = A = c&, 
c > 0. Then all vectors C$ # 0 belonging to eigensolutions U of (11) by (11.3) 
are given by the eigenvectors of 8, and h is the corresponding eigenvalue of 
(11) iff ycosfi is an eigenvalue of 8: 
&ql = ycos&& 
Denoting the diameter of I by d, at least d + 1 among the eigenvalues 
1 = p1 > p2 > . . . > p,, of y-k are distinct (cf. [2, (2.7)]), which correspond 
to at least d + 1 distinct sequences of eigenvalues X,?,, k E N, of (11). By a 
theorem of R. M. Damerell, the lower bound is attained for distance-regular 
graphs and a fortiori for complete graphs; cf. [2, (20.7)]. If I is not bipartite, 
there is of course the additional sequence h,, r, k displayed in (14.4). 
More generally, the automorphism group of l? indicates multiple eigenval- 
ues of (11). If it contains an element of order greater than 2, then I has an 
eigenvalue of multiplicity greater than 1; cf. [2, (15.4)]. 
As an example we consider the complete graph K,, on n vertices. The 
adjacency matrix of K, is & = ee * - Z and has the eigenvalues E = n - 1 and 
E = - 1 with the multiplicities m( n - 1) = 1 and m( - 1) = n - 1. All solu- 
tions X and + of (11) in the case L (2) = A = d are exhibited in Table 1. 
7. THE GENERAL KIRCHHOFF CONDITION 
Suppose we impose instead of (1.4) the condition 
(23) i dijcijuj,,(EJ = 0 
j=l 
at ramification nodes with arbitrary coefficients cij > 0. In general, the 
Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem with (23) leads to nonreal eigenvalues 
and -solutions and requires a complex-valued treatment; cf. [l, (5.22)]. But, 
again, for the problem corresponding to (1) we can deduce a characteristic 
equation analogous to (9). For the sake of simplicity, we confine ourselves to 
the case A = L = 8. We set 
and may assume that C is row stochastic. Then the eigenvalue problem in 
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TABLE 1 
x m(X) 9 F 
0 1 ce, cER n-1 
(2mkj2, k f 0, k EN 2+in(n - 3) ce, cER n-l 
(2k + l)%“, k E N kn(n - 3) 0 - 
i 
( - 1) k arccos 2 
2k+l-( -1)’ 
+ 
2 
n-l + E ker ee* -1 
question is equivalent to the problem 
(24) q/l E c2([o,11,4=), Uhj(X)=ui,,(l-x) in [O,l], 
Ceil, = 0 =a ui,, = 0) 
forall i,he {l,...n}; 
U”= -AU, 3$ EC”: U(0) = Qe*.&, [C.U’(O)]e=O. 
We then can show: If h and $I belong to a solution U of (24) with 
co& # - 1, then 
Vice versa, each eigenvector $r of C corresponding to the eigenvalue co& 
# - 1 belongs to a solution U of (24). In general, the spectrum of C is 
nonreal and gives rise to nonreal eigenvalues of (24). In the simplest case 
n = N = 3; this occurs already for det C > 0.25. 
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